RANKING OF HIGHER EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN UKRAINE

Abstract. The article determines the main criteria and indicators considered in compiling University ratings. The most authoritative world (Webometrics ranking, Shanghai ranking, Academic ranking, Times University ranking) and Ukrainian (“Compass”, “Top-200 Ukraine”, “Ukrainian University Ranking” (The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine), SciVerse Scopus, by the version of the journal «Correspondent») university rankings are characterized.
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Problem statement. Nowadays rankings have become very popular. The customers are interested in them, and irrespective of the attitude of certain universities or other organizations to them they are impossible to be avoided. The Institute of Higher Education Strategy and UNESKO European Center in the sphere of higher education organized several important international forums. In 2004 the Forum held in Washington established the International Expert Group to determine university ranking – International Ranking Experts Group (IREG). IREG activity includes a careful examination of ranking assessment in university work, elaboration of procedures and approaches to evaluation of ranking systems available, making international comparative analysis etc.

Transparency of higher education today is a society challenge, reputation and necessity. A step to solve the issues concerning improvement of the quality of higher education is introduction of external and internal monitoring of higher education quality and presentation of the results of monitoring in the frame of ranking of higher educational institutions [3, p. 271–272].

A characteristic feature of higher education at the present stage is introduction of ranking of higher educational institutions (HEI). Today there are approximately ten HEI rankings in the world. Traditionally American and English universities are on top of rankings [2, p. 48].

The use of higher educational institutions rating/ranking is necessary for applicants in order to choose a higher educational institution, for the higher educational institution authority – to manage effectively, for employers – to select high quality working resources, for the governments and politicians – to form a stable standard-legal base and provide an adequate market of educational services and labour market. Therefore, ranking system should satisfy all the customers of educational services and organizers of higher education.

The ranking pattern of higher education system is a certain reflection of a real state in which it is functioning at a certain moment. On the basis of analysis of functional branches in the university activity ten summarizing topical directions are determined in the ranking pattern: presentation of achievements on the international level; presentation of achievements on the national level; access, organization structure and management; scientific-pedagogical potential; training of scientific and scientific-pedagogical staff; integration of higher education and science; effectiveness of training specialists; financial resources; information resources; educational and social infrastructure [3, p. 272–273].

At the present stage rankings are considered as a rather objective integral quality index in HEI activity. They enable to form an impartial image about the system of higher education; promote a healthy competition between universities, promote increase of the quality in their work, and considerably satisfy the needs of the labour market, applicants and their parents. Therefore, improvement of the ranking methods has actually become a world tendency, and the main studies are conducted in order to create the most real, objective, accurate and effective reflection of the higher education quality.

The most authoritative world rankings are Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU), Times ranking, ranking of the journal U.S. News & World Report and Webometrics rankings [4, p. 8–9].

The first university ranking in the world was the one compiled in June 2003 by the Institute of Higher Education of Shanghai University (China) – «Ranking of World Class Universities», or Shanghai ranking [1, p. 313]. The primary purpose of ranking was to assess lagging level of Chinese universities from those of the world leading universities. After this ranking was reported it got a number of positive opinions, and nowadays it is considered one of the most authoritative and relative world HEI rankings [6, p. 103].

ARWU ranking is based on the following criteria and indicators:

- quality of education (total load 10 %), determined by the number of graduates who has become the Nobel Prize winners, awarded with medals in certain fields of knowledge (for example, medals of the International Mathematical Union, etc.);
- level of teachers (total load 40 %) considered by the two constituents: a) the number of teachers who are the Nobel Prize winners, and those awarded with special awards in certain fields of knowledge (20 %);
6) citation index in scientific publications in 21 subject category of ISI Highly Cited version (20 %);
• results of scientific researches (40 %), determined by the amount of scientific articles published in prestigious academic scientific journals of the world («Nature», «Science», etc.) in recent 5 years, the number of articles with high citation index in natural and social sciences;
• so-called «academic density» of the university (10 %), determined by the ratio of the total score on the above indices to the number of academic staff of full-time job.

Unfortunately, none of the Ukrainian universities is found among 500 best universities of Shanghai ranking, or 200 best universities of Times ranking [1, p. 314–315]. According to QS World University Rankings 2014/15, HEI of Ukraine were distributed by the following positions in the ranking: Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv (421–430), V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University (481–490), National Technical University of Ukraine “Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” (551–600), SUNY State University (651–700), Donetsk National University (701+), National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute” (701+) [7]. Webometrics ranking of world’s universities has been used actively as well. It is one of the rankings according to which the university activity is analyzed in the Internet. Webometrics is a branch of informatics within the frame of which quantitative aspects of constructing and application of information resources, structures and technologies concerning World Wide Web are examined. The term was introduced by Thomas Almind and Peter Ingwersen in 1997. The ranking has been compiled since 2004 and published twice a year (June-July and January). It is compiled by the «Cybermetrics Lab» of the «Spanish National Research Council» (CSIC), acting at the Ministry of Science and Innovations of Spain. The process of compiling Webometrics ranking differs considerably from Shanghai ranking and QS-THES ranking. By means of this ranking, HEIs are compared by the degree of filling of their official Internet-sites. Publication of ranking is an additional motivation to publish more scientific works in the Internet, which makes it available for scientific community irrespective of its territorial location [2, p. 48–49].

Webometrics ranking is calculated according to the following indicators:
• the amount of printed Internet-pages – 25 %;
• the number of files in pdf, ps, doc and pps format – 12.5 %;
• the number of articles entered in the Academic data base (Google Scholar Database) – 12.5 %;
• the total amount of external references – 5 % [1, p. 315].

The suggested criteria and principles of Webometrics ranking should stimulate the motivation of both HEI and its separate staff members to continuous, systematic and available presence in the Internet. The authors of the ranking system believe it reflects their activity and achievements completely [6, p. 109].

In the world and European educational space ranking systems have become widely used and applied in different spheres of economic, social, political activities. Ranking assessment of the higher educational institutions activity of all the forms of property in Ukraine is an integral constituent of the national monitoring of higher education. In Ukraine a considerable work has been conducted considering development and improvement of different methods in HEI ranking. Every ranking system assumes certain purposes and possesses appropriate target groups of users [2, p. 49–50].

The largest ranking systems in Ukraine are the following:
Ukrainian HEI ranking «Compass»;
Ukrainian Universities ranking «Top-200 Ukraine»;
«Ukrainian Universities ranking» (the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine);
Ukrainian HEI ranking according to the scientometric data base SciVerse Scopus;
Ukrainian best HEI ranking by the version of the journal «Correspondent».

It should be noted that situation in the world of international rankings of leading universities is changing. In 2011 Multi-Dimensional Global University Ranking was established, made to the order of the European Commission. In recent times, the European ranking of the world universities U-Multirank is being elaborated. Soon it will be tested in a pilot mode. It was preceded by the elaboration of HEI classification system U-map, which enables to compare really commensurable universities [6, p. 112–113]. Though, the fact remains that these ranking systems have become influential factors in the formation of the global educational system [1, p. 315].

Conclusions. Having analyzed the term «ranking» and determined the main criteria and indicators considered in the compiling university ranking systems, the most authoritative world and Ukrainian university rankings are characterized. The analysis is indicative of the fact that introduction of the world university rankings in the system of providing quality of higher education promotes improvement and implementation of substantial changes concerning criteria and indicators of the Ukrainian university rankings. It is obvious that the experience of application of the indicators and criteria of the world university rankings is essential for improvement, specification, accurate definition and modification of approaches, methodology, criteria and indices while compiling Ukrainian university rankings. It is this peculiarity that can become an important factor enabling Ukrainian universities to enter the first hundreds of the leading world universities in the nearest future.
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Анотація. У статті досліджено українські та зарубіжні педагогічні джерела, присвячені проблемі впровадження формувального оцінювання навчальних досягнень молодших школярів у систему освіти. Автором проаналізовано погляди учених на сутнісні характеристики цього виду оцінювання. Розкрито сучасні методичні підходи до оцінювання навчальних досягнень учнів на різних етапах навчання. Визначено потребу вдосконалення й подальшого введення технологій формувального оцінювання в освітній процес Нової української школи. Окреслено проблему формування оцінювальної компетентності педагога як складової частини його професійної майстерності.

Abstract. The article explores Ukrainian and foreign pedagogical sources, devoted to the problem of introduction of formative assessment of educational achievements of younger pupils in the educational system. The author analyzes the views of scientists on the essential characteristics of this type of assessment. Modern methodological approaches to the evaluation of pupils' educational achievements at different stages of learning have been revealed. The need to improve and further introduce the technologies of formative assessment in the educational process of the New Ukrainian School has been determined. The problem of forming the teacher's evaluative competence as an integral part of his professional skill is outlined.
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Постановка проблеми: Наше сьогодення – час глобальних змін у способі життя, спілкуванні, мисленні, сприяння майбутнього. Для адаптації та успішності в суспільстві нам необхідно потрібно позитивні зміни в навчанні і, як наслідок, переосмислення системи оцінювання освітнього процесу та пошуку відповідних до нових педагогічних трансформацій технологій оцінювання учнівських компетентностей в цілому і в початковій освіті зокрема.

Зазначимо, що основним принципом педагогічної діяльності є сприяння розвитку учнів. Навчання й розвиток дитини постійно знаходяться у процесі змін. Для досягнення навчальної...